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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1                      P R O C E E D I N G S

2          THE CLERK:  Fairfield Sentry Limited.

3      (Pause)

4          MR. MOLTON:  Good morning, Your Honor.

5          THE COURT:  Good morning.

6          MR. MOLTON:  David Molton of Brown Rudnick, Your

7 Honor, here today for Kenneth Krys and Christopher Stride, the

8 joint liquidators of Fairfield Sentry Limited, Fairfield Sigma

9 Limited and Chris Stride individually as the liquidator

10 Fairfield Lambda Limited.

11          I'm here today, Your Honor, with my colleagues Dan

12 Saval and Tally Wiener at the table.  And if Your Honor allows

13 me, I'd like to introduce two summer associates who came for

14 the show; Steven Chang.

15          MR. CHANG:  Good morning, Your Honor.

16          MR. MOLTON:  And Christine Taylor.

17          MS. TAYLOR:  Good morning.

18          MR. MOLTON:  Judge, first of all we'd like to thank

19 you very much for scheduling this hearing here this morning on

20 short notice, since the papers were just filed on the 14th.

21          We are here today, Your Honor, seeking entry of

22 procedural orders on the motion we filed on the 14th  Basically

23 regarding notice issues and joint administration issues.  Mr.

24 Saval will be handling that aspect of the application in a few

25 minutes.
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1          At this time we are not seeking substantive relief

2 under 1519 of the Bankruptcy Code or otherwise.  We're here

3 today just on the two procedural matters.

4          The application, as I said Your Honor, seeks an order

5 scheduling a hearing of recognition, specifying the deadline

6 for filing objections and specifying the form and manner and

7 service of notice.

8          The motion also seeks, Your Honor, joint

9 administration of the Chapter 15 cases, the three of them.  And

10 as I mentioned, Your Honor, my colleague Dan Saval will explain

11 the nature of the relief sought in these motions which again is

12 procedural.

13          Before he does so, if Your Honor gives me a few

14 minutes, and I'll only take a few minutes, I thought it would

15 be helpful to just briefly provide the Court with some

16 background about these cases and address any questions that

17 Your Honor may have at this time.

18          As Your Honor knows, this past Monday, on the 14th, we

19 filed on behalf of the liquidators Chapter 15 petitions and

20 supporting documents seeking recognition by this Court of the

21 liquidation proceedings in the British Virgin Island of each of

22 these debtors.

23          THE COURT:  When were the liquidation proceedings

24 commenced?

25          MR. MOLTON:  Judge, the liquidation proceeding vis-à-
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 vis Sentry and Sigma were commenced, I think, in April of 2009.

2 And I believe the Lambda liquidation proceeding was sought to

3 be commenced earlier than that.  I'm aware of the fact that the

4 orders actually commencing, I'm using BVI language but the

5 orders appointing the liquidators from which the liquidation

6 proceedings then substantively follow were, I believe, April

7 23rd 2009 for Lambda and July 21st, 2009 for both Sentry and

8 Sigma and don't hold me exactly to those dates, Your Honor, but

9 I think that those are approximate dates.

10          I'm going to refer to the three debtors, Your Honor,

11 as Sentry, Sigma and Lambda for convenience.  Each of them, as

12 Your Honor knows, was a feeder fund, so to speak, of Bernard

13 Madoff Investment Securities LLC, now subject to liquidation

14 proceedings under the SIPA Act before Your Honor.

15          Sentry was a direct Madoff feeder fund, Your Honor.

16 Ninety-five percent of Sentry's funds were invested with

17 Madoff.  The other five percent were invested in non-Madoff

18 funds.  Sigma and Lambda, Your Honor, were indirect Madoff

19 feeder funds.  They were established for foreign currency

20 investment through purchases of shares in Sentry.  Sigma was

21 constructed for investment in Euros and Lambda was constructed

22 for investments in Swiss francs.  And as Your Honor knows, they

23 basically invested in Sentry which then invested in Madoff.

24 Needless to say, Your Honor, it's no surprise that all three

25 funds collapsed shortly after the disclosure of the Madoff
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 fraud.

2          On December 18th, 2008, Your Honor, Sentry's board of

3 directors resolved to suspend calculations of net asset value,

4 sometimes referred to as NAV and redemption of all shares.

5 Within months the board of directors of the debtors were

6 displaced due to the appointment of the liquidators.  And just

7 to get the facts straight and the dates straight, on December

8 22nd, 2008, a secured creditor of Lambda, Dresdner Bank located

9 in London, now known as Commerce Bank, issued a default notice

10 to Lambda and on February 27th, 2009, so I take great comfort

11 in it and I think I gave you the right date, the secured

12 creditor applied to the commercial division of the High Court

13 of the British Virgin Islands seeking appointment of the

14 liquidator.  And on April 23rd, Your Honor, so my notes tell me

15 I'm right on that as well, Chris Stride was appointed as

16 Lambda's liquidator.

17          In April 2009 shareholders of Sentry and Sigma applied

18 to the BVI court seeking appointment of the liquidators over

19 each of those entities.

20          On July 21st the BVI court appointed petitioners Ken

21 Krys and Chris Stride as joint liquidators of Sentry's and

22 Sigma's liquidation proceedings.

23          The appointment orders, Your Honor, together with the

24 order of Judge Bannister of the BVI court dated May 7th, 2010,

25 which expressly authorized the liquidators to make their
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 application before this Court, seek recognition in the United

2 States as foreign representatives and for foreign main

3 proceeding recognition of the BVI liquidations.  And all of the

4 orders of Judge Bannister that I just referred to are part of

5 exhibits to our pleadings, Judge.

6          The liquidation proceedings of Sentry and Sigma have

7 been pending for nearly a year and Lambda's proceeding has been

8 pending longer.  And as I mentioned, Your Honor, all three

9 liquidation proceedings continue to be administered before the

10 Honorable Justice Bannister of the High Court of Justice in the

11 British Virgin Islands.

12          The assets and the liabilities of the debtors being

13 administered are discussed in full, Your Honor, in the

14 declaration of Ken Krys that was submitted to Your Honor and

15 filed with the court.  The largest of the liabilities is a

16 contingent liability disputed and it is being asserted by the

17 trustee of BLMIS, an avoidance action by the Madoff trustee

18 against Sentry which is a net loser in the Madoff estate.  And

19 I know that we have with us back in court Mr. Long and Mr.

20 Hirschfield who are counsel to Baker and to Mr. Picard (ph.).

21          These claims, Your Honor, against Sentry in its

22 avoidance action total approximately 3.5 billion and are

23 calculated to be alleged preferences or voidable transfers by

24 way of fraudulent conveyance, were transferred out of the

25 Madoff estate to Sentry in the six years preceding the Madoff
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 disclosure of the fraud.

2          The assets of the debtors, Your Honor, are claims

3 asserted by each of the funds in the Madoff litigation, among

4 other assets and let me just briefly track those.  Sentry

5 claims over six billion dollars, based on its last account

6 statement.  And Your Honor has ruled on that and the net loss,

7 I think, to Sentry, based on the net loss method of

8 calculation, exceeds a billion dollars.  So it's still a very

9 substantial claim in the Madoff estate.

10          The Madoff trustee has challenged this claim, the

11 Sentry SIPA claim, in its avoidance action.  Sigma claims

12 approximately 700 million dollars and Lambda claims about

13 thirty-six million dollars, again based on the last account

14 statement which Your Honor has actually ruled on.

15          On December 8th, Your Honor, the Madoff trustee

16 disallowed these claims on the grounds that both Sigma and

17 Lambda were indirect investors of the Madoff fund and the

18 Madoff estate.  And Your Honor has set a briefing schedule on

19 those issues, we've timely objected to that and the funds

20 intend to submit papers in accordance with Your Honor's omnibus

21 briefing schedule on that issue.

22          Tangible assets include monies in the British Virgin

23 Islands and elsewhere in the United Kingdom and London where

24 Sentry's account with Citco Bank in Ireland holds approximately

25 seventy-three million dollars and is subject to attachment by
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 other shareholders.  We've provided, I think in paragraph 36,

2 and I hope I'm right, 36 or 37 of the Krys affidavit, an

3 itemization of where the tangible assets are.  Sentry has

4 approximately seven --

5          THE COURT:  Have they been gathered or are they

6 subject to any proceedings to bring them to the BVI?

7          MR. MOLTON:  Well we are, and I'm about to say that

8 because there have been --

9          THE COURT:  Then I won't preempt your presentation.

10          MR. MOLTON:  Okay, Judge.  I was just going to get

11 that.  In accordance with discussions with the Madoff trustee

12 and per agreement with the Madoff trustee, significant amounts

13 of Sigma and Sentry monies were transferred from the Citco

14 account, Citco was the fund custodian -- all the funds

15 custodians and the fund administrator.  But substantial funds

16 were transferred from Citco to an account in the United Kingdom

17 where the Madoff trustee has certain review and notice and

18 approval rights, but those funds are managed by the

19 liquidators. but those funds are managed by the liquidators.

20          Further, Your Honor, approximately -- so I think

21 there's 175 million dollar funds in total; I think 100 million

22 were transferred out of Citco to the United Kingdom.  Subject

23 to a further agreement with the Madoff trustee, approximately

24 seventeen million of Sentry's funds and three million of

25 Sigma's funds have been transferred from the United Kingdom
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 account to BBI accounts, with Scotiabank.  Subject to the same

2 review and/or approval rights that govern the UK account.  But

3 all of these tangible assets are under the management of the

4 liquidators operating out of the BBI at the present time.

5          The only monies that are not, Your Honor, are those

6 monies that remain in Citco that are subject to an attachment

7 by Shell in accordance with a Dutch proceeding, whereby they

8 obtained an attachment and they're holding up that money in

9 Ireland.

10          The debtors also have various causes of action, Your

11 Honor, against third parties including service providers, their

12 management, their prior management, various parties that are

13 claimed to have defaulted or breached various obligations they

14 owed to the funds.  The BB -- there are six writs issued

15 against -- presently in the BBI for the tune of approximately

16 152 million dollars against 160 subscribers.  Also, Your Honor,

17 the liquidators have initiated actions here in New York State

18 in accordance with form selection -- consent to form clauses in

19 their subscription agreements and there's presently

20 approximately seventy restitutionary actions pending in New

21 York State Supreme Court against various redeemers on various

22 grounds.

23          Before the liquidators were appointed on May 29th,

24 2009, very shortly before, Sentry commenced an action in New

25 York State Supreme Court against its former managers, the FGG
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 group and its affiliates.  The damages in that action, Your

2 Honor, are claimed to be over 900 million dollars and they

3 constitute fees based on the fictitious profits and, you know,

4 basically the fictitious investments that went to Madoff that

5 were up streamed from the funds to their managers.

6          This action was removed by the defendants to Judge

7 Marrero in the Federal District Court and subsequently remanded

8 by him.  And at the present time, the defendants in that action

9 have moved for a stay of proceedings until Judge Marrero

10 decides an investor action in his consolidated proceeding

11 called Anwar, which Your Honor may or may not know of.  But in

12 any event, that's now pending before Justice Fried and we had

13 argument before him in the State Supreme Court a couple of

14 weeks ago.

15          Anwar, by the way, is a proceeding related to the

16 debtors in front of Judge Marrero pending in the Southern

17 District.  It is a putative class action, as well as other

18 proceedings in the consolidated action, brought on behalf of

19 Sentry investors, Sigma investors.  The defendants in that

20 proceeding are the FGG defendants, which were the funds'

21 managers and related parties including auditors, PWC, and

22 service providers including Citco.  None of the funds, Your

23 Honor, is a defendant in the federal consolidated class action.

24          Finally, Your Honor, and we have a representative here

25 from this action, there is an action pending in the Supreme
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 Court of New York State, captioned Morning Mist Holdings

2 Limited et al v. Fairfield Greenwich Group.  By -- this is a

3 putative derivative action on behalf of Sentry initiated by two

4 alleged investors in Sentry.  The Morning Mist plaintiff and

5 Milberg, the Milberg law firm represents the punitive

6 derivative plaintiffs and Mr. Wallner, I think, is here.  He's

7 in the courtroom today from the Morning Mist action.

8          Sentry is named a nominal defendant in that action and

9 we have appeared on behalf of Sentry in that action.  That

10 action is also in front of Justice Fried in State Supreme

11 Court.  It was remanded to Judge Marrero and then -- it was

12 removed to Judge Marrero and then remanded back along with the

13 direct Sentry action against its investment managers.  This

14 action has been administratively consolidated with our direct

15 action and one of the things we're seeking, Your Honor,

16 pursuant to this application for recognition, Your Honor, is a

17 1520 stay of the purported derivative plaintiffs' prosecution

18 of Sentry's causes of action, which we believe are being done

19 improperly without the sanction of the BBI court.

20          As explained in the certified petitions submitted on

21 behalf of each of the debtors --

22          THE COURT:  Aren't there similar actions pending in

23 other jurisdictions, in Connecticut for example?

24          MR. MOLTON:  Judge, I'm not aware of any proceeding

25 that involves the funds, the debtors here that are proceeding
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 anywhere other than where I've mentioned to you.  I'm --

2 clearly we are aware of proceedings in various jurisdictions

3 against some of the defendants --

4          THE COURT:  The individuals?

5          MR. MOLTON:  Yeah, defendant -- whether they be

6 auditors, service providers or investor managers by investors

7 of other funds, not the Fairfield, Sentry, Sigma and Lambda

8 funds, but other funds.  And possibly, by other funds

9 themselves.  But with respect to the debtors in front of you, I

10 think I've set the table with respect to the litigation known

11 to us.

12          As explained in full in our memo of law and in Mr.

13 Krys' petition and Mr. Stride's petition and both of their

14 declarations, the petitioners anticipate that if Your Honor so

15 recognizes these proceedings as foreign main proceedings, or in

16 the alternative as foreign non-main proceedings, that will

17 enhance and facilitate their ability to fulfill their duties to

18 realize and distribute the assets of Sentry in accordance with

19 the ongoing proceeding in the BBI, which, again, as Your Honor

20 asked, had been going on for over a year in the case of Lambda

21 and about a year in the case of Sentry and Sigma.  The

22 liquidators also, as we set forth in our papers, have been

23 engaging in good faith discussions with Mr. Picard for the

24 purpose of working together to monetize these and other causes

25 of action, some of which they may share claims, others of which
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 they may not share claims, but for the benefit of all Madoff

2 victims and all stakeholders of their various estates.

3          The March 31st, 2010 third interim report of Mr.

4 Picard notes this for Your Honor and talks about the fact that

5 the liquidators of the Fairfield funds and the trustee continue

6 to work cooperatively regarding claims against those various

7 parties responsible for the losses for the benefit of all

8 stakeholders.  As our papers reflect, Your Honor, the -- Mr.

9 Picard has advised the liquidators and we've included an April

10 2010 letter from him, that he has at present no intention of

11 interfering with their efforts to obtain Chapter 15 recognition

12 or the relief being requested.  Indeed, in his letter, he

13 encourages us to go out and monetize and collect and gather and

14 identify assets for the benefit of all stakeholders.

15          This position is based, Your Honor, and I need to tell

16 you, on the understanding also that the bilateral discussions

17 between Mr. Picard and the liquidators will continue.  Those

18 bilateral discussions have resulted in what amounts to a de

19 facto stay and extension of time to response to the adversary

20 proceeding.  I think our next date to respond is in July and we

21 have a tentative conference, pretrial conference, set in front

22 of Your Honor in mid-July.

23          We hope to continue our discussions and to further

24 alleviate any resources wasted on that action as we work to a

25 cooperative settlement.  But it's important to say that the --
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 that we're continuing to do that, Your Honor, and in so doing

2 we've agreed that the relief we're requesting will carve out

3 from 1520 relief to the extent Your Honor deems it fit to grant

4 it to us and grant recognition to us any stay of Mr. Picard's

5 avoidance action against Sentry.

6          As I've noted, Your Honor, we're dealing with that

7 bilaterally and in good faith and what we wanted to do is to

8 continue those discussions without having anything interfering

9 with them.  Recognition, however, is not an issue today, Your

10 Honor.  We're looking to tee up the recognition issue for a

11 hearing in July, subject to Your Honor's availability and Your

12 Honor's schedule.

13          And unless Your Honor has any questions, I've tried to

14 be brief.  There's a pack full of information in the

15 declarations and I'm sure those will give -- answer more

16 questions is Your Honor has them.  But I'm here now to answer

17 any other questions.  And if Your Honor has none, it's my

18 pleasure to turn the baton over to my colleague, Mr. Saval, who

19 then has the enviable task of convincing Your Honor to grant

20 the procedural motions that we've put forth and actually teed

21 up for Your Honor for today.

22          THE COURT:  I thank you for all of the information and

23 as in all of the Madoff matters, each nugget of information

24 spawns five or ten new ones and new avenues to look at.  So

25 this tangled web is just that and I think we all look forward
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 to the day when we can untangle this web.

2          MR. MOLTON:  Judge, I think that's why we're here.

3 And I know the liquidators look forward to being in this court

4 and working towards that resolution of issues and entanglements

5 for the ultimate benefit of all the victims, so --

6          THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.  I understand the rest of

7 these matters are purely procedural.

8          MR. SAVAL:   Yes, Your Honor.  For the record, Daniel

9 Saval from Brown Rudnick appearing on behalf of the petitioners

10 Kenneth Krys and Christopher Stride.

11          As my colleague David Molton alluded to there are two

12 procedural matters.  One is our application scheduling the

13 hearing on our petitions for recognition and setting an

14 objection deadline and approving the form of notice.  Those

15 papers have been submitted to Your Honor.

16          If I could just go over some of the high points of

17 what we're seeking, most importantly on the recognition

18 hearing.  We have proposed that the hearing be conducted on

19 Monday, July 19th or soon thereafter as the Court's schedule

20 would permit.  That would give us certainly time to notice the

21 papers consistent with the rules, particularly Rule 2002.

22          And moving backward from that July 19th date we are

23 seeking an objection deadline --

24          THE COURT:  Let me interject at this point.  I'd

25 prefer -- we've understood your request.  We'd prefer the next
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 day, July 20th.

2          MR. SAVAL:  That would be fine with -- that would be

3 fine with us, Your Honor.  So we'll certainly make that change.

4          MR. HIRSCHFIELD:  Your Honor, I actually have that

5 date as the tentative date of a pre-trial conference in front

6 of Your Honor.  So we're already on Your Honor's calendar at

7 this point on that date.

8          THE COURT:  Fine, that lowers the fees that you'll be

9 charging.

10          MR. HIRSCHFIELD:  There you go.

11          MR. SAVAL:  Moving backwards from that date, Your

12 Honor, we had proposed an objection deadline of July 9th which

13 I would note is twenty-three days from today.  Which would

14 certainly give us time to serve the necessary Chapter 15 papers

15 and provide the twenty-one days notice that is required for

16 parties to respond if they so choose to respond under

17 Bankruptcy Rule 1011(b).

18          One point in that regard, Your Honor, is that

19 yesterday we did receive a request for informal discovery from

20 counsel to the parties that are pursuing a derivative action on

21 the name of Sentry.  We'd likewise will probably be seeking

22 some return discovery.  But we believe that that can be

23 accomplished certainly before July 9th in a very streamline

24 manner.  We're committed to working with counsel at the Milberg

25 Firm.  And perhaps as early as tomorrow have a schedule in
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FAIRFIELD SENTRY LIMITED, et al.

1 place that will allow us to complete, again, what we consider

2 to be streamline discovery in connection with the recognition

3 matters.

4          And in terms of a reply, Your Honor, we would like the

5 opportunity to respond to any objections that we proposed that

6 we have the right to file a reply one business before the

7 hearing.

8          In terms of the notice parties, Your Honor, we're

9 proposing we serve all of our Chapter 15 papers, the petitions,

10 related papers, as well as the proposed notice of the hearing

11 we've marked as Exhibit B to our application that we'll send by

12 mail on all parties requested -- I'm sorry, required to receive

13 notice under Rule 2002(q), which in this case would include all

14 parties pending to litigation in the United States to which any

15 of the debtors are a party.  As Mr. Molton mentioned there are

16 seventy civil actions that have already been commenced in New

17 York State Court against fictitious profit redeemers.  Those

18 parties would all receive service.  Likewise, the United States

19 Trustee would be served as well.

20          In terms of the manner in which we'll serve we are

21 proposing that we serve our papers in document form.  With the

22 exception that certain exhibits to the declarations of

23 Christopher Stride, Ken Krys and William Hare are quite

24 voluminous and we're proposing to enclose a CD and have those

25 elec -- documents available electronically to the parties.
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1          To provide additional notice, Your Honor, the

2 liquidators are proposing to post all of their Chapter 15

3 papers on the public website that's maintained for each of the

4 funds.  That would -- the domain name for those entities are

5 Fairfieldsentry.com, FairfieldSigma.com and

6 Fairfieldlambda.com, relatively straightforward.  And parties

7 have been accessing those websites for information on the BBI

8 proceedings to date.

9          Further, the liquidators are --

10          THE COURT:  Is it possible or desirable to include the

11 website in here similar to the one that's maintained and Mr.

12 Hirschfield could respond to that.  There's a court website

13 where Madoff related matters are made available for inquiry,

14 Mr. Hirschfield?

15          MR. HIRSCHFIELD:  Good morning, Your Honor.  You're

16 asking for a link on our website?  Is that what you're asking

17 for?

18          THE COURT:  Well, whether the same sort of situation

19 should pertain here with respect to the Chapter 15.  But if you

20 think that they're sufficiently unrelated then it'll only

21 confuse Madoff inquirers.  I will leave it to the parties to

22 review that.

23          MR. HIRSCHFIELD:  Thank you, Your Honor.  We'll

24 discuss that perhaps we could put a link or something like that

25 to direct people to their website.  We'll discuss it.
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1          THE COURT:  Now what about notice to your foreign

2 currency investors who are scattered all over Europe and

3 elsewhere?

4          MR. SAVAL:  Your Honor, the manner of notice that's

5 been employed through the BBI proceedings has been primarily

6 through the website notice.  I would note that the rule does

7 not require that.  We can certainly discuss other means of

8 service if Your Honor's concerned on that.  But it may be,

9 certainly, something we'd want to discuss with the liquidators

10 in terms of what would be a most efficient and what would work

11 best in line with any concerns Your Honor has --

12          THE COURT:  Well, there is a possibility that those

13 parties have also filed claims directly in the Madoff estate,

14 is that correct Mr. Hirschfield?

15          MR. HIRSCHFIELD:  Yes it is, Your Honor.  I believe

16 they certainly have we're looking at those claims and dealing

17 with them as they come up for review.

18          THE COURT:  Well, in which case they're already

19 parties in interest receiving forms at notice.

20          MR. HIRSCHFIELD:  They do from us.  Yes, Your Honor.

21          THE COURT:  Good.

22          MR. SAVAL:  Just to clarify, Your Honor.  Is it Your

23 Honor's preference that those parties who have filed papers

24 within the Madoff proceedings that are stakeholders in the

25 Fairfield Funds receive notice?
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1          THE COURT:  I would think so.

2          MR. SAVAL:  Okay, just -- I will just confer with that

3 counsel to -- the Madoff trustee to make sure that we have the

4 correct list of those parties.  We can do that.

5          So, in light of those clarifications, Your Honor, we

6 believe the notice we're proposing as has been outlined, as has

7 been supplemented today complies with the bankruptcy rules and

8 is otherwise reasonable and appropriate under the

9 circumstances.

10          THE COURT:  From your presentation it does appear that

11 way.  Does anyone want to be heard with respect to the breadth

12 and form of the notice?

13          MR. WALLNER:  Good morning, Your Honor.  My name is

14 Robert Wallner from the Milberg Firm and I represent the

15 derivative plaintiff's in the Morning Mist action pending in

16 the New York Supreme Court.  My colleague, Mr. Molton, has

17 described that proceeding a few moments ago.

18          Your Honor, the concern that I have in connection with

19 the derivative litigation is as follows.  Number one, we

20 believe there are serious questions as to whether the petition

21 satisfies the standards that Your Honor articulated in the Bear

22 Stearns litigation concerning Chapter 15.  And as we know the

23 joint liquidators or the purported joint liquidators have the

24 burden of proof there.

25          Based upon the papers that we received and skimmed and
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1 went over in not the greatest detail because we got them about

2 a day and a half ago, it appears to us that there are some

3 serious questions.  So to that end we have written a letter

4 yesterday to Mr. Molton requesting very targeted discovery,

5 namely, two categories of documents that are referenced in the

6 application by Mr. Molton.  And two, a deposition of Mr. Krys

7 who submitted a declaration.  I anticipate that deposition can

8 be concluded well under one day.  It's not going to be a full

9 day deposition.

10          My concern, Your Honor, procedurally, is with the

11 schedule that Mr. Molton is proposing.  He is proposing that

12 objections be filed by July 9.  Of course there is an

13 intervening holiday there.  If we can get this discovery, Your

14 Honor, within the next week, give or take a couple of days,

15 then I am confident that we can meet the objection deadline

16 proposed by Mr. Molton.  But if we can't get that discovery in

17 that time it's going to be a problem.

18          So what I would request, Your Honor, is that in

19 evaluating the application by Mr. Molton for the procedural

20 orders, Your Honor builds into that a schedule so that we will

21 get these targeted documents and deposition in time so that we

22 may reflect them in any objection that we file.  And I think

23 that if we can get that discovery, say by next week, give or

24 take a couple of days, we'll certainly meet the schedule

25 proposed by Mr. Molton.  Thank you, Your Honor.
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1          MR. SAVAL:  Your Honor, we're certainly hopeful that

2 we can work out a schedule with, you know, counsel.  That we'd

3 be able to advise the court that we have reached agreement on

4 discovery terms that will permit -- we're confident would

5 permit us to complete whatever discovery is necessary by the

6 dates that we set forth.

7          THE COURT:  Well, I'll leave it to the parties to

8 attempt to work out the discovery schedule bearing in mind that

9 under 1519 the discovery requests come under the mandate and

10 jurisdiction of this Court to deal with in this interim period.

11 But I have no intention of getting involved unless I'm called

12 upon for some dispute.

13          MR. SAVAL:  Thank you, Your Honor.  We intend to meet

14 and confer.  And, like I said, we're hopeful we can resolve any

15 scheduling issues.

16          So, Your Honor, that I believe wraps up -- you know,

17 the issues in connection with our notice procedures motion.  We

18 had submitted an order to chambers we will obviously need to

19 modify that in light of the supplemental notice parties --

20 methods of notice that we've just discussed and the dates.

21          One point of clarification, the hearing that's

22 scheduled for the 20th, could we just get some clarification on

23 whether that will be in the morning or at some other time?

24          THE COURT:  In the morning.

25          MR. SAVAL:  At 10 a.m., Your Honor?
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1          THE COURT:  Yes.

2          MR. SAVAL:  Thank you.  So that being the case we will

3 submit an order to chambers probably following this hearing

4 consistent with what's just been discussed on the record.

5          THE COURT:  Fine.

6          MR. SAVAL:  Thank you.  The other matter on is our

7 motion for joint administration, Your Honor.  This is a pretty

8 straightforward matter.  We are seeking to have the Chapter 15

9 cases of the three Fairfield Funds jointly administered under

10 the lead case of Fairfield Sentry, case number 10-13164.  We

11 believe that joint administration of the Fairfield cases are

12 appropriate given the close relationship of the funds that the

13 liquidators are collectively managing those three funds, that

14 there will certainly be common issues among the cases of those

15 funds.

16          We submit that a joint administration rule would

17 reduce the administrative burden for the liquidators and --

18          THE COURT:  Does anyone want to be heard with respect

19 to this request?  The application is granted.

20          I'll entertain orders if you have them with you.

21          MR. SAVAL:  Yes, I do have an order, Your Honor.  If I

22 may approach?

23          THE COURT:  Sure.  I've approved the order.

24          MR. SAVAL:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Those are all the

25 matters we have before you today.  Thank you for your time.
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1          THE COURT:  Thank all of you.

2      (Proceedings concluded at 11:00 AM)
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